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PREFACE:

During the late  21st century  the governments of  Terra sponsored so many colonisation

attempts that the people of Terra lost interest in the fate of those who chose to leave.

Distance and all the other factors of human division produced a widely scattered people

with little or no contact with the home planet. While this allowed unlimited independence

it also meant that there would be no help for any colony that faced calamity. And nearly all

of them did sooner or later.

A group calling themselves “The Freefeet” settled a planet many light years from Terra in

the year 2153. They named it the planet Ishom and savaged the swampy land around them

until it produced food and cities. The Freefeet had no need of warriors, but they were a

hard and cautious people, and so maintained a militia that was as professional as anything

ever seen on Terra.

Their weapons were either lasers or concussion-producing explosives (called zap-guns and

cushers respectively). The active-duty soldiers were named Silver Freefeet because of the

reflective  anti-laser  armour  they  wore.  The  agricultural  workers  were   know  as  Dirt

Drinkers.  After  the  Demons  attacked,  the  Silver  Freefeet  often  were  called  the  Silver

Suckers in common talk.  Artillery came in three sizes:  thumper;  gut-thumper;  and ball-

ripper.  Speedy vehicles that were primarily armoured against lasers had large zap guns

mounted on them and were designated as sliders. There were no aircraft, partly due to the

monsoon-like weather and partly due to the temperament of the Freefeet.

The Demons came in 2169. At first they just appeared, attacked and disappeared. Later

they captured a city and held it. The Freefeet rushed militia into an area to seal it off only

to  find Demons appearing  behind them.  Eventually  a  company of  Silver  Freefeet  from

Swampton captured a dimensional transport machine and learned the Demons' secret.

Initially, the Demons had the advantage. Their weapons used a type of sonic blast against

which  the  human anti-laser  armour  was  useless.  Demons  could  appear  anywhere  and

escape just as easily. Moreover, they were repulsive to humans. Freefeet could barely stand

to look at  a Demon long enough to  kill  it.  Yet  the humans were tough and the Silver

Freefeet were the toughest. And so the blood flowed.

NOTE ON DEMONS

They were called Demons because they were horrible and came from the Other.  They

appeared with a loud popping sound and immediately began to kill.  The Demon home

planet  was  largely  volcanic,  which  allowed them  a  high  technology  based  on  thermal

energy. They reproduced by a form of replication; certain individuals called Breeders by the

humans simply split in two when conditions were right. The humans and the Demons never

communicated, and thus the Freefeet never knew why the Demons came. Neither side

took captives.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

DIMENSION DEMONS is a two player game. The Demon player uses his transport

machines  to  move  his  warriors  between  dimensions  to  attack  the  humans.  The

human  player  has  infantry,  sliders  (hovercraft)  and  thumpers  (armoured  mobile

artillery) to defend his cities.

Each turn represents from 2 to 4 hours. Each hex on the map is about 2 km. The

human  units  contain  approximately  200  men  or  20  vehicles.  The  Demon  units

average 15 warriors. Only one breeder is in each breeder unit.

2.0 MAP

The map represents  sections of  two planets,  each in  a  different dimension.  The

Demon world is distinguished by volcanoes in shaded areas. The unmarked hexes

are clear. The other world is Ishom, a human colony, which has four types of terrain.

Again,  the  unmarked  hexes  are  clear.  Swamps  are  indicated  in  blue.  The  hexes

containing circles represent cities and the brown lines are roads.  The dimension

band  divides  the  two  worlds  and  may  only  be  crossed  by  trans-dimensional

movement (see 7.0).

3.0 COUNTERS

Several  different types of counters are included:  combat units  (of several  types);

Demon breeders; trans-dimensional transports; and slag markers.

Each of the counters, except slag markers, has three numbers printed on it:

                Combat Strength ---

--- Range

--- Movement Allowance

The combat strength in parentheses on breeders indicates that they cannot attack.

3.1 Human Units.

Infantry

Sliders

(hovercraft)

Thumpers

(heavy armour)
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3.2 Demon Units

Warriors*

Trans-dimensional

Transports

Breeders

(* “B” on a warrior indicates it was bred in the human dimension.)

3.3 Markers

Slag

4.0 SCENARIOS

DIMENSION DEMONS includes a basic scenario and two optional scenarios. Each is a

different version of the game.

4.1  Basic Scenario: Demon Assault.

Human Forces: Human units worth 100 points. (See unit chart for point costs.)

Demon Forces: Demon units of any types, worth 130 points.

Victory Conditions: The game ends when all units of one side have been destroyed

or when the Demon player has no units in the human dimension for five consecutive

turns. If the Demon player has destroyed all human units, he wins. If not, the human

player wins.

4.2  Optional Scenario One: Counterattack.

Human Forces: 200 points including up to two Transports.

Demon Forces: 200 points of any type.

Victory Conditions: The game ends when all units of one side have been destroyed.

The survivor wins. Players may agree to a draw at any time.

4.3  Optional Scenario Two: Human Invasion of Demon World.

Human Forces: 200 points including any number of Transports.

Demon Forces: 150 points which may include any number of Warriors, but must

include one to five Breeders, and may not include any Transports.
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Victory Conditions: One of the Demon Breeders should be marked with a “Q” on the

back of the counter to represent the queen Breeder. The human player does not

know which Breeder is the queen if the Demon player has more than one Breeder. If

the human player can locate and destroy the queen breeder within five game turns,

he wins. If not, the Demon player wins.

5.0 PREPARATION FOR PLAY

5.1  Selection of Forces.  In all scenarios each player is given a certain number of

points with which he may purchase units. Consult the Units chart for the point cost

of  each unit  type.  The limits  of  the counter  mix may not be exceeded;  no new

counters may be made up. Selection of forces is done secretly and simultaneously by

both players. When both players have selected their forces, each shows his selection

to the other player.

5.2  Human Set-up. The human player places his units anywhere in the human part

of the map. Only one unit may be placed in a hex.

5.3  Demon Set-up. The  Demon player  places  his  units  anywhere in  the Demon

world part of the map. The first turn now begins.

6.0 GAME-TURN SEQUENCE

Each turn consists of several phases, which must be done in order.

6.1 Demon Player Turn.

A. Demon  Trans-Dimensional  Projection.  Each  Demon  Warrior  or  Breeder  unit

stacked with a transport unit may move to the human world.

B. Demon Movement.  Each Demon Warrior unit may move upon the world map it

occupies.

C. Human Defensive Fire. Each human unit may fire at any Demon unit within range.

D. Demon Offensive Fire. Each surviving Demon Warrior may fire at any adjacent

human unit.

E. Demon Disruption Recovery. Disrupted Demon units are turned face up again. 

F. Demon Pop-Back. All Demon units in the human world (except those within five

hexes of a Demon Transport or those bred in the human world) must return to the

Demon world.

6.2 Human Player Turn.

A. Human Trans-Dimensional Projection. (If the humans have a Transport)

B. Human Movement.

C. Demon Defensive Fire.

D. Human Offensive Fire.

E. Human Disruption Recovery.

F. Human Pop-Back.
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7.0 TRANS-DIMENSIONAL PROJECTION

7.1  Units Which may be Projected. Each undisrupted unit  that begins its  Trans-

Dimensional Projection phase stacked with a Transport may be projected into the

other world. Since two units may stack with a Transport (see 9.3), two units may be

projected by  each  Transport  each  turn.  However,  the  projection  procedure  (see

below) is done separately for each unit.

7.2  Procedure. For  each  unit  being  projected  the  player  first  determines  the

Transport's  mirror  hex  in  the  other  world  (see  below).  Then  a  target  hex  is

announced  and  the  distance  between  the  target  hex  and  the  mirror  hex  is

determined.  A  die  is  rolled  and  the  Landing  table  consulted  to  see  if  the  unit

scatters. If the unit scatters, the die is rolled again to determine the direction.

7.2.1 Mirror Hex. The mirror hex of a Transport is the hex in the opposite world

which has the same number in it as the hex occupied by the Transport. The hex will

be the same distance from the black divider as the Transport is from it. EXAMPLE:

Hex 0714 in the human world is the mirror hex of 0714 in the Demon world.

7.2.2 Target Hex. Any hex of any terrain type in the other world may be designated

as the target hex for a projection attempt. The target hex may not be in the same

world as the Transport.

7.2.3 Mirror Hex-Target Hex Distance. The player counts the number of hexes from

the mirror hex to the target hex.

7.2.4 Landing Table Die Roll. A die is rolled and the result is indexed with the column

of the Landing table which corresponds to the mirror-to-target-hex distance. If the

result is an “H”, the unit lands in the target hex. If the result is a number, the unit

scatters  to  a  hex  that  distance  away  from the  target  hex.  EXAMPLE:  If  a  “2”  is

obtained on the table, the unit lands two hexes away from the target hex.

7.2.5 Scatter Die Roll. If the unit scatters, a second die roll is made to determine the

direction. The scatter direction chart is consulted.

EXAMPLE: The Demon Warrior is attempting

to go to the indicated hex, two hexes from

the  mirror  hex.  A  “5”  is  rolled  for  the

Landing table, which results in a three-hex

scatter. The die is rolled again to determine

direction of  scatter;  a “6” is  rolled,  so the

unit scatters to the final hex shown.
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7.3  Edge of the Board. When a unit scatters to a hex which is off the map, the unit is

instead placed in an on-board hex which is  as close as possible to the off-board

scatter hex. Units scattering off the north map edge  do not scatter back to their

original world.

7.4  Projection onto Other Units. If a unit lands in a hex which is already occupied by

another unit  (friendly  or  enemy),  all  units  in  the hex  are  eliminated.  Exception:

Warriors carrying Breeders, see 15.4.

7.5  Projection into Cities. If a Unit lands in a city, the unit is eliminated and a SLAG

marker is placed in the hex.

7.6  Projection into Volcanoes. Units projected into volcanoes are eliminated.

8.0 MOVEMENT

8.1 General. During each Movement phase, the player whose turn it is may move

some,  none  or  all  of  his  units.  Each  unit  may  be  moved  in  any  direction  or

combination of directions. A unit may be moved through a number of consecutive

hexes equal to its Movement Allowance. EXAMPLE: A Warrior with a Movement

Allowance of three may move three hexes per turn. Sometimes a unit will not be

able to move its entire Movement Allowance because of terrain (see below). A unit

may move less than its Movement Allowance and does not have to move at all.

Units may never leave the map.

8.2 Friendly Units. A unit may move through a hex occupied by a friendly unit, but it

may  not  end  its  turn  there.  (Exceptions:  units  may  stack  with  Breeders  and

Transports; see 9.2 and 9.3.)

8.3 Enemy Units. A unit may never enter an enemy-occupied hex (unless the enemy

unit is  a Transport;  see 9.3).  Units do not exert “zones of control” into adjacent

hexes as in many other wargames.

8.4 Volcanoes. Any unit that moves into a volcano hex is destroyed.

8.5 Swamp. Each swamp hex that a unit moves through counts as two hexes of its

Movement Allowance.  A unit  with only one hex of its Movement Allowance left

could not enter a swamp hex. EXAMPLE: A Slider, with a Movement Allowance of

eight, could move through four swamp hexes in a turn.

8.6 Roads. Each road hex that a unit moves through counts as only one-half hex of

its Movement Allowance.

EXAMPLE:  The  arrows  indicate  the  legal

moves  for  the  Thumper  unit.  A  Thumper

could  move  4  hexes  per  turn  on  a  road.

However, the road movement rate can only

be  used  if  the  road  hex  is  entered  from

another road hex. If a unit enters a hex from

a non-road hex, then the unit must pay the

full terrain cost.
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9.0 STACKING

9.1  General. Usually, no more than 1 unit may be in a hex.

9.2  Breeders. One Demon Warrior unit may be in the same hex as a Demon Breeder

unit.

9.3  Transports. Two  friendly  units  of  any  type  may  be  in  the  same  hex  as  a

transport. EXAMPLE: Two Warriors, or a Warrior and a Breeder, or two Breeders may

stack  with  a  Demon  Transport.  Alternatively,  one  enemy unit  may  stack  with  a

Transport.

10.0 COMBAT

10.1 General. During  each  Offensive  Fire  phase  of  the  player's  turn  and  each

Defensive Fire phase of the enemy player's turn, each human unit and each Demon

Warrior unit may attack one enemy unit within range. Attacking is always voluntary.

Briefly, each attack is done by comparing the Combat Strengths of the attacking and

defending units, rolling a die and consulting the Combat Results table. First an odds

ratio is computed by dividing the total attacking Combat Strength by the defending

unit's Combat Strength. This ratio is rounded off in the defender's favour to match

one  of  the  odds  columns  on  the  Combat  Results  table.  EXAMPLES:  A  human

Thumper with a Combat Strength of six is attacking a Demon Warrior with a Combat

Strength of three. The odds are 6-3 or 2-1. A Warrior attacking a human Infantry unit

is 3-2, which rounds off in the defender's favour to 1-1. A human Infantry attacking a

Demon Warrior is 2-3 or 1-2.

After computing the odds, a die is rolled and the corresponding line of the proper

odds column on the Combat Results table is consulted. The results of combat are

explained in 12.0.

10.2 Range. Every unit with a Combat Strength (except Breeders) has a number on

it which is the number of hexes at which the unit may attack. When computing the

range the hex adjacent to the attacking unit (not the hex occupied by the attacking

unit) is counted as the first hex. If the target is within the attacker's range combat

may  occur.  Attackers  may  fire  over  intervening  friendly  units,  enemy  units,  city

hexes, slag hexes, and swamp hexes.

EXAMPLE: The range is 2 hexes.

10.3 Multiple Attackers. More than one unit may attack a single defending unit each

turn as long as the defending unit is within range of all of them. The attacking units

may combine their Combat Strengths to make a single attack. Alternatively, each of

them may make a separate attack. A defending unit may be attacked more than

once per Fire phase.
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EXAMPLE: The Demon player could make a

single  9-2  (rounds  to  4-1)  attack,  or  three

3-2 (rounds to 1-1) attacks, or a 3-1 attack

and a 3-2  (rounds to 1-1) attack.

10.4 Restrictions. A  single  attack may never involve more than one defender.  A

single attacking unit may not attack more than once in a Fire phase, nor may it split

its Combat Strength to participate in two or more attacks. Unoccupied hexes may

not be attacked.

10.5 Attacks against Breeders. See 15.5.

10.6 Capture and Destruction of Transports. See 14.3 and 14.4.

10.7 City  and Swamp Hexes.   Human Infantry units  defending in swamp or city

hexes  have  their  Combat  Strengths  doubled.  Other  units  defend  normally  in  all

terrain.

EXAMPLE:  The  Demon  unit  attacks  at  3-4

(rounds to 1-2).

11.0 ADVANCE AFTER COMBAT

Any time a unit in a city hex is destroyed, one adjacent attacking unit may advance

into the vacated city hex.

12.0 EXPLANATION OF COMBAT RESULTS

12.1 X: Defender Eliminated. The defending unit is removed.

12.2 D: Defender Disrupted. The defending unit is turned face-down on the map

until the next Disruption Recovery phase for that side. The unit may not move or

attack while it is disrupted. If it receives a second disruption result, it is eliminated.

However, the unit defends with its full Combat Strength.

12.3 N: No Effect.

13.0 POP-BACK

Each unit automatically returns to its home dimension during the Pop-Back phase

unless it is within five hexes of a friendly Transport unit. A unit forced to pop back

must attempt to enter the mirror hex of the hex it is in, using the Trans-dimensional
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Projection procedures (see 7.0). Thus, the 0-5 column of the Landing Chart will not

be used for Pop-Back (except voluntary Pop-Back).

Units may voluntarily pop back, if they are within five hexes of a friendly Transport.

EXAMPLE: The Breeder unit must pop back to the Demon world. The Warrior does

not have to, although it may if the Demon player wishes.

14.0 TRANS-DIMENSIONAL TRANSPORTS

14.1 Obtaining  Transports. Players  are  allowed to  begin  certain  scenarios  with

Transport units. Once play has begun the Demon player may build new Transports.

Either side may capture Transports from the enemy and use them.

14.2 Building New Transports. Each Demon Warrior unit can build a new Transport

simply  by  entering  a  city  hex.  The  Demon  player  is  never  required  to  build  a

Transport. As soon as a Warrior unit enters a city hex the Demon player may place a

Transport counter, from those not being used, on that city hex. The Transport is fully

operational from the moment of its creation. The Demon player may not have more

than one Transport in each city hex, nor may he have more Transports than are

provided in the counter mix (10).

14.3 Transport  Capture. Any  undisrupted  unit  which  begins  its  Offensive  Fire

phase in the same hex as an enemy Transport may try to capture that Transport. The

player rolls a die. If the roll is one or two, the Transport is captured. Otherwise, it is

destroyed. The unit may not attack any other unit in that Fire phase.

14.4 Voluntary Destruction of Transports. Any undisrupted unit which begins its

Offensive Fire phase in the same hex as either a friendly or enemy Transport may

automatically destroy it. This counts as its one attack that fire phase.

14.5 Effects of Transport Loss. Whenever a Transport is  captured or destroyed,

units belonging to the previous owner might have to pop back to their home world.

See 13.0.

15.0 BREEDERS

15.1 General. A  Breeder  is  a  large  slug-like  creature  which  produces  Demon

Warrior units.

15.2 Producing Warriors. A Breeder must be in the human world, within five hexes

of a friendly Transport, to produce Warriors. Each turn, starting the turn after the

Breeder is projected, a new Warrior unit with a “B” is placed on the Breeder. This

occurs at the beginning of the Movement phase. The new units may move and fight

that turn. They never pop back to the Demon world.

15.3 Breeder Movement. Breeders have no Movement Allowance. They must be
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carried by Warrior units. If a Breeder and a Warrior unit are in the same hex at the

beginning of the Movement phase, they may both move 1 hex that turn.

15.4 Breeder Trans-dimensional Projection. A Breeder unit may be projected if it

and a Warrior are both stacked with a Transport. Both are projected (see 7.0) into

the same hex and both pop back into the same hex.

15.5 Breeder Combat. Breeders have a Combat Strength in parenthesis. They may

never  attack  during either  the Offensive or  Defensive  Fire  phases.   The  Breeder

Combat  strength  is  used only  for  defence.  If  a  Warrior  is  in  the  same hex  as  a

Breeder, the Breeder may not be attacked until the Warrior has been destroyed.

However, the Breeder may be attacked the same turn that the Warrior is destroyed.

16.0 SLAG

When a unit enters a city hex through projection (or pop-back), the unit is destroyed

and a SLAG marker is placed in the hex. No unit may enter the hex for the rest of the

game. Other units which project there are destroyed.

17.0 OPTIONAL RULES

These rules are presented for use with any of the three scenarios given. However,

players should be warned that the use of optional rules will affect play-balance.

17.1 Destruction of  Cities. The human player  may attempt to  destroy his  own

cities, but certain conditions must be met first: (a) an undisrupted human Infantry

unit must be in the city; (b) no more than 10 human Combat Strength points may be

left on the board. To destroy a city the human player announces his intent during

either the Offensive Fire or Defensive Fire phase of that turn. He then removes all

units in the city and places SLAG markers on all hexes of the destroyed city. Each unit

in or adjacent to the city is considered destroyed.

17.2 Human  Reinforcements.  At  the  beginning  of  turn  10,  and  every  turn

thereafter, the human player may roll a die in an attempt for reinforcements. For

each turn that a one is rolled the human player receives 10 Combat Strength points

of reinforcements from units not in play. These new units may enter the map from

any  edge  of  the  human  world  during  the  human  Movement  phase.  The

reinforcements must be used during the turn they were rolled for or not at all.

17.3 Nuclear Weapons. Human Thumper units may each make one nuclear attack

per game. The target hex is marked with a SLAG counter and all units in or adjacent

to the target hex are destroyed and removed from play. No die roll  is necessary.

Players  must  keep  a  record  of  which  Thumper  units  have  used  their  nuclear

weapons and which have not.

Humans  may  project  nuclear  weapons  into  the  Demon  dimension  by  use  of  a

Transport. A Thumper unit in the same hex as a Transport projects a nuclear weapon

just as if it were a unit transporting (ie, pick a landing hex in the other dimension

and roll on the Landing Table).

17.4 Demon Disorientation. On the turn they project into the human dimension

Demon Warrior units may not move more than one hex due to disorientation caused

by the projection.
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CHARTS AND TABLES

Summary of Turn Sequence

1. Demon Player-Turn

A. Trans-Dimensional Projection

B. Movement

C. Enemy Defensive Fire

D. Offensive Fire

E. Disruption Recovery

F. Pop-Back

2. Human Player-Turn

Repeat A through F.

Landing Chart: First roll a die and consult Chart A. If an “H” is obtained, the unit lands in

the target hex. If a number is obtained, the unit scatters that distance. Roll the die again

and consult Chart B to determine the direction.

CHART A

Die

Roll

Distance from Mirror hex to Target Hex

0-5 6-10 11+

1 H H 1

2 H 1 2

3 1 2 3

4 2 3 4

5 3 4 5

6 4 5 6

CHART B

Die Roll Direction

1 North

2 Northeast

3 Southeast

4 South

5 Southwest

6 Northwest
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Terrain effects

Hex Type Effect on Movement Effect on combat

Clear Normal Normal

Volcano Prohibited ------

Road ½ Movement Allowance Normal

Swamp 2 Movement Allowance Human Infantry Doubled for

Defence only

City Normal Human Infantry Doubled for

Defence only

City with Slag Prohibited ------

Combat Results

Die

Roll

Odds Ratio

1-3 or less 1-2 1-1 2-1 3-1 4-1 or more

1 D D X X X X

2 N D D X X X

3 N N D D X X

4 N N N D D X

5 N N N N D D

6 N N N N D D

X: Defender eliminated

D: Defender disrupted

N: No effect

Units

Side Type Combat

Strength

Movement

Allowance

Range Point Cost

Demon Warrior 3 3 1 7

Demon Breeder (1) 0 0 10

Demon Transport 0 0 0 20

Human Infantry 2 2 1 5

Human Slider 2 8 2 12

Human Thumper 6 2 6 14
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Appendix A

Brian Train

Players: 2

Playing time: 1 hour

Era: science fiction future

Scale: 1 vehicle, demon or squad/counter; no time or ground scale noted

Components

1 – 12 page rulebook

1 – 12x14” hex map of a random bit of planet

1 – sheet of 84 die-cut, single-sided counters

1 – little wee die

1 – cardboard box

Counter Manifest

Human units: 15 Infantry, 8 Sliders, 5 Thumpers

Demon units: 33 Warriors (15 of them marked “B”), 10 Transports, 5 Breeders

Markers: 8 SLAG

There are no blanks.
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